
Defining Causality: The Roots of the Next Advances in Physics  

 Physics is the study of how the universe works. Every theory and every breakthrough in  the field 

was found with the purpose of explaining a concept that needed answers, and the job is  not done 

yet. Physicists around the world are still searching for the answer to the question of how  

everything works, and to create a theory that involves everything we know and have yet to know.  

Every time there is a major advancement to answering this question, humanity progresses in a  

domino effect way, starting with something as simple as answering why an apple falls from a  

tree – although the real question was why the moon is not falling (and for the record, the  

question was simple, the answer, not so much). This essay will exclusively present evidence on  

what concept I believe will be the next transformational question and challenge that, if answered,  

will push humanity even further: causality.  

Causality is the relationship of cause and effect. Just by looking around us it seems like a  very 

natural concept, and most importantly, a process that is not reversible and follows a strict  

timeline. In causality, we accept that the effect does not occur before the cause and it is not  

symmetrical, it follows a path, an irreversible path. It is here that we run into problems. Said by  

Judea Pearl, philosopher and scientist as well as author of The Book of Why: The New Science of  

Cause and Effect, “The equations of physics are algebraic and symmetrical, whereas causal  

relationships are directional,” (Pearl). The work of Pearl and of Sean Carroll, philosopher and  

theoretical physicist, will be the main sources for this essay, since both scientists are currently  

working on the conciliation of the symmetrical laws of physics as well as the asymmetry of the  

universe we live in: the asymmetry and directional nature of causality.  

 The concept of causality is not new to Judea Pearl, having already written two books on  the 



subject. In an interview with 3:16AM he said, “To mathematicize causal statements we need  a 

new calculus that (1) reflects this asymmetry and, at the same time, (2) accounts for the  

symmetries we see in correlated observations. Without this calculus we cannot even represent the  

question ‘Why’, let alone answering it,” (Pearl). And that is exactly what he has been doing. In  

his latest book he proposes and explains a new way to mathematicize causality using what he  

calls a ladder of causation to describe different levels of reasoning and he explains why the  

understanding of this concept is what differentiates us humans from the rest of the world. His  

main argument and the problem he wishes to resolve by doing this is to upgrade artificial  

intelligence (A.I.). Pearl argues that A.I. will never reach levels we tend to fantasize about  

because we cannot provide computers with a mathematical tool to use causal reasoning the same  

way we do. But he discusses the use of the do-operator – a tool used to mathematically define  

interventions and counterfactuals – in statistics to introduce causal thinking in computers and  

A.I. As you go deeper into this notion, you can run into concepts such as do-calculus (which is  

different from the do-operator) and even into causal calculus. I am not saying this to scare the  

reader, I am saying this to demonstrate that this topic is gathering more attention than expected  

and it can lead to something huge: in the eyes of Pearl, real A.I. If I said I understood these  

concepts, I would be lying, because I don’t. However, I do understand that there are people  

currently working on unifying our reversible laws of physics with the one directional way our  

universe seems to evolve.  

 Sean Carroll, another great mind working on this theory, discusses the subject more  deeply in 

his presentation on the 6th FQXi meeting: Memory, Causality and Cats. Here he tackles  the 

question “How do you reconcile the time symmetric laws of physics with the world in which  we 

live?” In his talk, Carroll speaks in detail about the arrow of time, the direction our universe  

follows. Most of the time this arrow is assigned to the second law of thermodynamics which  



states that in an isolated system entropy can only increase. The reason why we give this law the  

title of “the arrow of time'' is because it is the law that cannot go backwards. However, this law  

cannot satisfy completely (or at all) the question of the relationship between the laws of physics  

and the direction of time because it only answers – to some people – why the room will reach  

equilibrium in terms of temperature. But if you are asking, why can’t you remember the future  

but you can the past like Carroll did, you unfortunately won’t find much of an answer. “I’d said  

in talks for years that causes precede effects because the entropy of the universe started out low,  

but if anyone said ’prove it,’ I couldn’t.” (Carroll, 2019). As stated by Kate Becker, who wrote  

an in-depth summary of Carroll’s talk, “Carroll’s aim is thus to try to find a concrete  

mathematical description that will illuminate the hand-waving connection between cause and  

effect and entropy,” (Becker, 2019).  

 This topic is not an easy one to understand because there is no clear answer. So far, the  only 

credible outcome I see from answering these questions and going deeper into this topic is  the 

upgrade of artificial intelligence as stated by Judea Pearl. But I do believe that the topic of  

causality, which is not new to discussions within physics, will lead to further developments in  

the field as we keep speaking about it and as scientists keep conducting research on the theory. I  

believe that as more questions surrounding causality in physics arise – and more answers are  

found – we will become closer and closer to a theory that will further explain how our universe  

works. Great minds are already studying connections between what we see occurring in our  

universe and what is written in the mathematical equations of physics. I believe that Judea Pearl  

and Sean Carroll, as well as all scientists working alongside them in the realm of the same topic  

are on the right track and will be the foundational roots of new advancements in physics,  

advancements that can lead to new technology and innovative ideas that we cannot begin to  

envision.  
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